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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：Wholesale White Carrara Big Chevron Marble Mosaic Tile Backsplash

Short Description: White Carrara Marble is a popular

marble material and commonly used on wall and floor

tiles, we make this marble mosaic with a big chevron

pattern and it is available for the backsplash wall of

interior decoration ideas.

Model No.: WPM008

Pattern: Chevron

Color: White

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Product Detail:

Product Description

We can supply different various mosaic stones: waterjet marble mosaic tile, 3d stone mosaic

tile, flower marble mosaic tile, hexagon marble mosaic tile, picket marble mosaic tile, etc. We

have Carrara, Calacatta, Nero Marquina, and other marble items to make the mosaic tiles.

This chevron marble mosaic tile is made of White Carrara marble, and there are two chevron

chips combined with one big chevron chip. The white marble mosaic is always preferred by

many wholesalers, interior designers, and project managers. Our mosaic products make your
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projects more valuable and interesting, and our team is really glad to offer you all the services

we can.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Wholesale White Carrara Chevron Marble Mosaic Tile Backsplash Wall

Model No.: WPM008

Pattern: Chevron

Color: White

Finish: Polished

Material Name: White Carrara Marble

Thickness: 10mm

Tile size: 307x242mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM008

Color: White

Marble Name: White Carrara Marble

Model No.: WPM380

Color: White & Grey

Marble Name: White Carrara Marble, Nuvolato Classico Marble

Product Application

This chevron marble mosaic tile is made of big Carrara White Marble chips, it is a hot sale mosaic

pattern and is an ideal material for the backsplash paving. Wanpo company offers high-quality real

marble mosaics for your bathroom, kitchen, or any wall area in your house. This white marble mosaic

tile is available for interior design like mosaic marble tile shower walls, marble mosaic kitchen tiles, and

stone mosaic tile backsplash, etc.



With sustainable factory-based supply, optimized transport, and container shipping, we offer our clients

more than expected products to make a difference with Wanpo Company.

FAQ

Q: What is the average lead time?

A: The average lead time is 25 days, we can produce faster for normal mosaic patterns, and the fastest

days we deliver is 7 working days for those stocks of marble mosaic products.

Q: Does your tile have a difference between the display photo and the real product when I receive it?

A: All products are taken in kind to try to show the color and texture of the product, but the stone

mosaic is natural, and each piece may be different in color and texture, and due to the shooting angle,

lighting, and other reasons, there may be a color difference between the real product you receive and

the display picture, please refer to the real thing. If you have stricter requirements on color or style, we

suggest you buy a small sample first.

Q: Do you guarantee safe and secure delivery of products?

A: We deal with our clients with FOB terms mostly, and till now we haven't got any delivery problems

with the shipping company. There are maybe unpredictable conditions happening on the sea, therefore

it is better to buy insurance to secure the goods from the shipping insurance company.

Q: Can you supply the relevant documentation?

A: We don't supply any testing report, and we provide a pair of documents for your custom clearance.


